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THIS DAY IN REDS HISTORY 

1985-Pete Rose becomes the all-time hits leader with a single to left-center field off the Padres Eric Show for career hit 4,192. The 

hit comes 57 years to the day after Ty Cobb played his last major league game 

MLB.COM 
Gennett has 4 hits, leads NL in batting average 

Second baseman snaps mini-slump, drives in 3 

By Mark Sheldon MLB.com @m_sheldon 

Sep. 10th, 2018 

 

CINCINNATI -- While the Reds are certainly well out of the pennant chase spotlight, there's one race that's far from settled and 

holds some interest -- the National League batting title. With 2 1/2 weeks left in the season, second baseman Scooter Gennett could 

become the rare Cincinnati player to win one. 

 

Gennett went 4-for-5 with three RBIs as part of the Reds' 10-6 victory over the Dodgers on Monday at Great American Ball Park. It 

raised his average from .315 to .320 and surpassed the Brewers' Christian Yelich, who came into the night leading by one point with 

a .316 average and finished at .315 after going 1-for-4 against the Cubs. 

 

"To be honest, it's nothing that's going to make or break my mindset or my career or anything like that," Gennett said. "It's 

something that would be cool to win. It's not something where I'm waking up every day like, 'Man, I need a couple of hits so I can 

be at the top at the end of the year.' For me, those individual things are great to look back on that you did this or that." 

 

The last Reds player to win a batting title was Pete Rose, 45 years ago in 1973. Rose also won it in '68 and '69. The other winners 

for the club are Ernie Lombardi ('38), Edd Roush ('17, '19), Hal Chase ('16) and Cy Seymour ('05). 

 

Cincinnati opened a 4-0 lead in the first inning vs. Dodgers starter Alex Wood. Joey Votto delivered a two-run double off the top of 

the right-field wall. Two batters later, Gennett hit an RBI double to right field that scored Votto and later came home on a throwing 

error. 

 

It snapped an 0-for-10 skid for Gennett. 

 

"I think it just comes down to having a short memory in this game and not letting a couple of rough nights dictate your attitude or 

your preparation or dictating change," Gennett said. 

 

Gennett has been bothered by a sore left thigh, especially over the weekend vs. the Padres. 

 

"He's a little banged up but is playing through it and sticks four hits out there tonight against some left-handed pitching. He's a pro," 

Reds interim manager Jim Riggleman said. 

 

Eugenio Suarez made it a 5-1 game with a leadoff homer in the third inning on Wood's first pitch. It was a two-run lead in the fourth 

inning when Jose Peraza hit a one-out RBI single that scored Billy Hamilton. Following a two-out intentional walk of Suarez, 

Gennett sharply grounded a 0-2 Wood pitch past diving second baseman Brian Dozier to score Peraza. 

 

Peraza opened the sixth with a single and after already stealing second base, swiped third base as Suarez struck out for the second 

out. It proved big when Gennett saw a 1-2 pitch from reliever Ryan Madson and lofted a single into center field to make it 8-4. That 

gave Gennett four four-hit games this season and 10 for his career. 

 

Over his last 12 games, Gennett has had five two-hit games, two three-hit games and now a four-hit performance. 

 

Facing the Dodgers was the cure for Gennett's brief slump. In four games this season against Los Angeles, he is batting .737 (14-

for-19) with two homers and nine RBIs. 

 

"We still can't figure a way to get Gennett out, and that was apparent again," Dodgers manager Dave Roberts said. 

 



Gennett is continuing to be one of the best waiver claims in Reds history. Picked up for nothing after he was discarded by the 

Brewers at the end of Spring Training in 2017, the 28-year-old broke out with 27 homers and 97 RBIs. He tried to get a multi-year 

contract but instead went to arbitration and prevailed to earn $5.7 million this season. The Reds and Gennett have expressed interest 

in his remaining well beyond this season. His third year of arbitration eligibility is coming this offseason, and he can be a free agent 

after the '19 season. 

 

Winning a rare batting title for the franchise would been a nice way to follow up a big first year in Cincinnati. 

 

MOMENT THAT MATTERED 

 

Hughes duels with Puig: The Reds had a 10-4 lead in the seventh inning when reliever Michael Lorenzen and Wandy Peralta hit 

trouble. Peralta allowed two inherited runs to score and didn't retire any of his three batters. That had the Reds summon Jared 

Hughes to face pinch-hitter Yasiel Puig with the bases loaded and representing the tying run. Hughes was behind in a 2-0 count, and 

it was 2-1 when Puig fouled off the next seven consecutive pitches in a tense duel. On the 11th pitch of the at-bat, Puig lined out 

near third base, where a perfectly positioned Suarez threw to second base to get Max Muncy for the rally-thwarting double play. 

 

"That was the second time this year I've come in to face him with runners on base, and he's hit a Iine drive to third," said Hughes, 

who earned the win. "Before that, [Puig] was 4-for-4 off me with two homers … so I know he can definitely find a way to make 

adjustments against my sinker. I think that's what he was trying to do in that at-bat. 

 

"Thank goodness, Geno was standing right there and made an outstanding play. Even though it was hit right at him, I don't think 

anybody understands how hard it is to catch a ball that's going over 100 mph right at you. He did a great job doing it, had the 

awareness to get the double play, thank goodness." 

 

SOUND SMART 

 

The Reds are 5-0 this season vs. the Dodgers. It's their longest single-season winning streak vs. the Dodgers since a seven-game 

winning streak in 1976. 

 

YOU GOTTA SEE THIS 

 

Batting for himself in the bottom of the fifth with two outs, Lorenzen lofted a hit to right-center field as Cody Bellinger was too 

casual fielding and throwing the ball. That enabled the speedy Lorenzen to hustle to second base and turn a single into a double. 

According to Statcast™, he was clocked with a 28.7 feet-per-second sprint speed, which is well above the MLB average (27 feet per 

second). 

 

HE SAID IT 

 

"They've got a really good ballclub and a roster of 36 now. They've got some great matchups they can put against you and continue 

to come at you offensively. You've got to just score as much as you can against them. We had some great at-bats tonight." -- 

Riggleman on scoring a lot vs. the Dodgers 

 

UP NEXT 

 

Luis Castillo will get the ball for the Reds in Game 2 of the series vs. the Dodgers at 6:40 p.m. ET Tuesday. Hyun-Jin Ryu is slated 

to start for Los Angeles. Castillo has career highs in each of his last two starts. On Sept. 1 vs. the Cardinals, it was an 11-strikeout 

game. But on Thursday in a 6-2 loss to the Padres, he allowed a career-high three home runs while giving up five runs (two earned) 

over five innings. 

 

Votto making adjustments to rediscover power 

Recent homers have first baseman heading in right direction 

By Mark Sheldon MLB.com @m_sheldon 

Sep. 10th, 2018 

 

CINCINNATI -- Reds first baseman Joey Votto turned 35 on Monday, but in a season where his production has dipped, he's done 

conceding that he's headed for a certain decline of offensive production as he advances in age. 

 

"I probably made too many concessions, and I think I need to let that go," Votto said. "I get a bit ahead of myself at times thinking 

I'm going to lose things when really, I still have them. I think I'll show that correction." 

 



That has appeared to be happening already. In the previous two games vs. the Padres, Votto hit home runs in back-to-back games 

that included a grand slam in Saturday's 12-6 win. That was his first homer since July 9, and it snapped a 36-game streak without 

clearing the fences. 

 

A season after he hit 36 home runs, Votto entered the night with 11 homers this season and is flirting with coming in below his 

career-low total of 14 in 2012 when injury limited him to 111 games. Although his .421 on-base percentage leads the National 

League, he came in batting .283 with a .422 slugging percentage. 

 

"I'm among the leaders in line-drive percentage and hard-hit balls, a lot of really good numbers. But I'm finding I'm not getting the 

power results," Votto said. "There's something to that mechanically. I'll hit the ball as hard as I've ever hit it any [of the] last few 

years, but it's a ball that is lower in trajectory or getting caught or turning into a single or a double. I've got to figure out a way to 

make that a ball that carries over the fence." 

 

The data backs Votto's assertion. According to Statcast™, Votto's percentage of barreled balls has dropped from 9.1 percent in 2017 

to 6.7 percent in '18. The average distance of his fly balls and line drives was 292 feet in '17 and 276 feet in '18. Specifically, on fly 

balls, he dropped from averaging 331 feet in distance last season to 323 feet this season. 

 

When it comes to exit velocity, Votto has remained consistent with 87.6 mph in '17 and 87.9 mph in '18. But his launch angle has 

dipped from 14 percent to 13. 

 

Votto is also hitting the ball more to the middle of the field this season, rather than exploiting the small dimensions in the corners. 

His rate of liners and fly balls to center field jumped from 34.6 percent in '17 to 46.2 percent in '18. 

 

"I don't get the benefit of a ball in the gap because the defense is not concerned about a line drive or ground ball turning into a 

double or triple because I lack speed," Votto said. "So, I've got to figure out a way to place the ball in front of them or put the ball 

over their head. I feel like I'm headed in that direction." 

 

Also affecting Votto was his being hit by a pitch near the right knee on Aug. 4 by then-Nationals reliever Ryan Madson. He spent 

two weeks trying to play through it before going on the disabled list Aug. 17-30. Madson now pitches for the Dodgers. Reds interim 

manager Jim Riggleman noted Votto has been bothered by a sore back, something that Votto denied. 

 

"I don't think the calendar is going to be the thing that stops him," Riggleman said. "It will be continuing to battle these pitchers that 

decide if they're going to pitch to him or pitch around him. That's going to be a constant competition." 

 

Votto, who is signed through 2023 with an option for '24, is considering changes to his offseason conditioning program but expects 

the real work to come in the cage and on the field in-season. 

 

"I've never been one to think this is the sort of thing that can get solved in the offseason," Votto said. "It's the sort of thing you have 

to solve while you have the opportunity in front of you. I look forward to finishing strong, and I look forward to making adjustments 

and getting better. There's nothing that I've seen in my game that I feel like all of a sudden, I should be heading downhill. I look 

forward to the challenge." 

 

Suarez excited to play in Japan 

 

Reds third baseman Eugenio Suarez was named Monday to be part of a group of Major League players to participate in the 2018 

All-Star Tour with Nippon Professional Baseball (NPB) in November. The announcement was made by MLB and the MLB Players' 

Association. 

 

"For me, it was a big honor," Suarez said. "I'm honored to be a part of the Major League team, represent this jersey, this team. The 

Cincinnati Reds gave me the opportunity to go to Japan. It's big time for me. I feel so great, I feel happy. I'll enjoy the moment with 

my family in Japan." 

 

Among those on the team are Cardinals catcher Yadier Molina, outfielder Ronald Acuna Jr. of the Braves, Brewers outfielder 

Christian Yelich and third baseman Rhys Hoskins of the Phillies. When he was asked to play, Suarez did not hesitate in answering. 

 

"Right away, I said, 'Yes, I want to be there,'" Suarez said. "I want to know the Japanese guys, learn a little bit from that baseball. 

They play an exciting game over there. Good ballparks, good people." 

 

 

 

 

 



Garrett reinstated from disabled list 

By Mark Sheldon MLB.com @m_sheldon 

Sep. 10th, 2018 

 

CINCINNATI -- Reds left-handed reliever Amir Garrett was reinstated on Monday after going on the 10-day disabled list on Aug. 

29 with a bone bruise in his left foot. 

 

"I was just locating my pitches. I felt good and I feel good," Garrett said on Sunday, a day after he threw 25 pitches to a hitter in the 

cage. "It went very well. ... I feel like I am ready." 

 

Over his 58 appearances this season, Garrett is 1-2 with a 4.21 ERA in 57 2/3 innings and has prevented 31 of 39 inherited runners 

from scoring. 

CINCINNATI ENQUIRER 
Los Angeles Dodgers bring out the best in the Cincinnati Reds 

John Fay, Cincinnati Enquirer  

Published 10:10 p.m. ET Sept. 10, 2018 | Updated 11:01 p.m. ET Sept. 10, 2018 

 

Nothing brings out the best in the 2018 Reds like a game with the defending National League champions. 

 

The Reds pushed their record to 5-0 against the Los Angeles Dodgers with a 10-6 victory before a crowd of 12,161 at Great 

American Ball Park. The five-game winning streak against the Dodgers is longest by the Reds since they won seven straight against 

L.A. in 1976. 

 

Nine different Reds had at least one hit. Scooter Gennett went 4-for-5 with three RBI.  

 

The game came down to one at-bat: Jared Hughes vs. Yasiel Puig with the bases loaded and one out in the seventh. 

 

Puig got ahead 2-0, took a strike and then fouled off seven straight pitches. He lined the 11th pitch of the at-bat right at third 

baseman Eugenio Suarez, who snagged and threw to second to complete the 5-4 double play and keep it a 10-6 game.   

 

"That was the second time this year with runners on base, and he's hit a line drive to third," Hughes said. "Before that, he was 4-for-

4 off me with two homers, so I know he can definitely find a way to make adjustments against my sinker. 

 

"That's what he was trying to do in that at-bat. He finally did. Thank goodness, Geno was standing right there and made an 

outstanding play. Even though it was right at him, I don't think anybody understands how hard it is to catch a ball that's going 100 

miles an hour."  

 

Hughes then pitched a perfect eighth. 

 

"We really can’t forget what Hughes does for us so often," Reds manager Jim Riggleman said. "He did it again tonight for us getting 

five outs. We’re getting to mid-September and he’s going in there and getting a lot of outs for us. We’ve really used him to the 

max.” 

 

The game went back and forth before that. The Reds would score, the Dodgers would answer, and the Reds would answer the 

answer. 

 

“That’s important," Riggleman said. "They’ve got a really good ballclub and a roster of 36 now. They’ve got some great matchups 

they can put against you and continue to come at you offensively. You’ve got to just score as much as you can against them. We had 

some great at-bats tonight.” 

 

Left-hander Cody Reed went four innings and allowed three runs on five hits in his third start. He walked three and struck out five. 

He needed 83 pitches (46 strikes) to record the 12 outs.   

 

Reed pitched out of a major jam in the first. He struck out Matt Kemp with runners at first and second. Then after walking David 

Freese to load the bases, Reed got Kiké Hernandez to chase a slider for another strikeout. 

 

The Reds hung a four-spot on left-hander Alex Wood in the first. Billy Hamilton led off with a walk, and Jose Peraza was hit by a 

pitch. Joey Votto got both runners in with double to right. The ball was an inch or two from being Votto’s third home run in as 

many days.  

 



An out later, Scooter Gennett singled to get Votto in. Phillip Ervin followed with a single. Wood struck out Tucker Barnhart, but 

Brandon Dixon reached on shortstop Manny Machado’s error. Gennett scored to make it 4-0. 

 

Reed gave up a run in the third.  

 

Suarez got that run back in the bottom of the third with his 32nd home run of the year – an opposite-field shot to right.  

 

The Dodgers closed it to 5-3 in the fourth on Chris Taylor’s 16th home run of the year – a two-run blast to right.  

 

The Reds kept adding on. Hamilton doubled with one out in the fourth. He scored on Peraza’s single. After Votto struck out, the 

Dodgers intentionally walked Suarez. Gennett made L.A. pay with an RBI single to make it 7-3.  

 

Michael Lorenzen gave up a solo home run to former Red Yasmani Grandal in the sixth. 

 

But the Reds broke it open against Ryan Madson in the bottom of the inning.  

 

Peraza led off with a single and stole second and third. Gennett got Peraza in with his third RBI single of the night. Ervin doubled. 

Barnhart grounded one up the middle to score Gennett and Ervin and made it 10-4.  

 

The Dodgers would not go away. They added two runs off Lorenzen in the seventh and loaded the bases against Wandy Peralta.  

 

That set up the Hughes-Puig battle. 

 

Cincinnati Reds star Joey Votto thinks his power numbers are down because of mechanics – not age 

John Fay, Cincinnati Enquirer  

Published 6:51 p.m. ET Sept. 10, 2018 

 

Joey Votto’s explanation for his lack of power numbers this year was typical Votto: Deeply detailed and mostly hitter-speak. 

 

Votto, who turned 35 Monday, had 11 home runs going into Monday’s game. He hit 36 last year and 29 each of the two years 

before that. His slugging percentage was .422, down from .578 last season.  

 

He hit home runs Saturday and Sunday. Before that, he went 36 games without hit a home run – the second longest homer drought 

of his career.  

 

“I think that there was something slightly off with my mechanics this year,” he said. “Instead of balls that have carried over the 

fence, balls that carry through the gap with good backspin; I think I’m coming at the ball with an angle that produces balls that turn, 

topspin or fade. I’m never going to be one of those guys that hits balls that just are hit so hard that no matter what direction – 

whether they fade or topspin – are going to carry out of the ballpark. I’m just not at that point in my career anymore.  

 

“So often times, I’m finding that they’re getting caught at the track, sent to one of the outfielders, instead of balls that should be 

carrying over the fence and off the wall. I do feel like I’ve made an adjustment that’s taken a long time. I felt like I was getting to 

this point before I got dinged in the knee. I’m glad that it’s coming to fruition now.” 

 

Reds manager Jim Riggleman said Votto has dealt with injuries that that team has kept quiet. 

 

“I know his back – there’s been a few time where I wondered if he should keep him in the game,” Riggleman said. “He insists, ‘I’m 

OK, I’m OK.’ Those are things that crop up as you get older. The hit pitch he took really set him back. That was devastating. His 

back, that’s acted up a little bit. But he’s missed very few innings or games with back aggravation. He’s a tough guy.” 

 

Votto said his back has not been an issue. 

 

“That’s not true,” he said. “I feel great.” 

 

The hit-by-pitch by Ryan Madson on Aug. 4 on the right knee did affect him. He played through it for two weeks before going to 

the disabled list. 

 

Again, Votto’s explanation for the power dip is in the new-age stats.  

 

“If you look, if I'm not mistaken, I’m among the leaders in line-drive percentage and hard-hit balls, a lot of really good numbers," he 

said. “But I’m finding I’m not getting the power results. There’s something to that mechanically. I’ll hit the ball as hard as I’ve ever 



hit it any of the last few years, but it’s a ball that is lower in trajectory or getting caught or turning into a single or a double. I’ve got 

to figure out a way to make that a ball that carries over the fence.”  

 

Votto leads the Major League Baseball in line-drive percentage at 31.5 percent, according to fangraphs.com. He is 44th in hard-hit 

ball percentage at 39.8 percent. 

 

As far as “barreling balls,” Votto’s percentage is 6.7 this year down from 9.1 last year. His launch angle is down from 14 percent to 

13 percent. Therein lies the problem, he says.   

  

“So basically per that, I’m hitting the ball hard,” he said. “I’m meeting the exit-velocity minimum, but I’m not meeting the launch-

angle minimum. If we’re talking launch angles and exit velocity, I’m doing one but not the other.” 

 

Votto thinks that’s correctable. 

 

“I think going into the season this year, I think that I made some mistakes mechanically,” he said. "I'd like to think I'm correcting 

them. We'll see.”  

 

Votto will examine his offseason conditioning program. 

 

“I think so, but I look forward to finishing strong this year,” he said. “I’ve never been one to think this is the sort of thing that can 

get solved in the offseason. It's the sort of thing you have to solve while you have the opportunity in front of you. I look forward to 

finishing strong, and I look forward to making adjustments and getting better. There's nothing that I've seen in my game that I feel 

like all of a sudden I should be heading downhill. I look forward to the challenge.” 

 

Votto says he won’t change his game because of his age.  

 

“I probably made too many concessions, and I think I need to let that go,” he said. “I get a bit ahead of myself at times thinking I'm 

going to lose things when really I still have them.” 

 

Riggleman thinks Votto can play at a high level, even though he’s in his mid-30s.  

 

“Players now are able to stay in shape longer,” Riggleman said. “There may be some things about a players game where they’re not 

about to play the same way that did at 25. He’s tremendous physical shape. He works hard at it. I don’t think the calendar is the 

thing that stops him. It’s the matter of battling these pitchers. 

 

“I don’t think he is slowing down… I expect him to be what we’ve seen the last few days." 

 

Cincinnati Reds' Eugenio Suarez honored to join MLB All-Star offseason tour in Japan 

Bobby Nightengale, Cincinnati Enquirer  

Published 3:04 p.m. ET Sept. 10, 2018 | Updated 6:05 p.m. ET Sept. 10, 2018 

 

When Reds third baseman Eugenio Suárez received a call from his agent about playing in the 2018 Japan All-Star Series – an MLB 

offseason tour across Japan – he immediately responded with a yes. 

 

One of the headliners on a group of Major League players, the offseason tour will feature seven games from Nov. 8-15 in Tokyo, 

Hiroshima and Nagoya. 

 

Suárez said he was honored to be picked, adding more accolades to the best Major League season of his career. Selected to his first 

All-Star Game earlier this season, Suárez entered Monday with 31 home runs and 100 RBI. He’s tied for the National League lead 

in RBI. 

 

"Right away, I said, ‘Yes, I want to be there,' " Suárez said. "I want to know the Japanese guys, learn a little bit from that baseball. 

They play an exciting game over there. Good ballparks, good people. For me, it’s a big honor to be a part of the Major League  team 

and represent my country too, Venezuela." 

 

The group of players representing the Major League team includes St. Louis Cardinals catcher Yadier Molina, Milwaukee Brewers 

outfielder Christian Yelich, Atlanta Braves outfielder Ronald Acuña and Philadelphia Phillies outfielder Rhys Hoskins. Don 

Mattingly, of the Miami Marlins, will manage the MLB team. 

 

Players will receive $100,000 for participating in the offseason tour, according to the sport’s collective bargaining agreement. 

 



"I just want to see how they’re pitching," Suárez said. "They have a lot of talent on it. Like (Shohei) Ohtani, they’ve got guys who 

can do everything. They throw hard. It’s big fun for me to face those guys and learn how they play."  

 

It’s the 37th time Major Leaguers have played exhibition games in Japan since MLB started doing it in 1908. MLB Network will 

provide live telecasts of the games. 

 

For Suárez, who signed a seven-year, $66 million contract extension in Spring Training, it’s another accomplishment he can add to 

his breakout season. 

 

"The Cincinnati Reds gave me the opportunity to go to Japan. It’s big time for me," Suárez said. "I feel so great, I feel happy. I’ll 

enjoy the moment with my family in Japan." 

 

NO APOLOGY NECESSARY: Los Angeles Dodgers relief pitcher Ryan Madson, acquired in a trade from the Washington 

Nationals, could face Joey Votto for the first time since he hit Votto with a pitch last month. 

 

Madson, then with the Nationals, hit Votto on the knee during the eighth inning on Aug. 4. Votto later landed on the disabled list 

with a right lower leg contusion, the result of that hit by pitch. 

 

Votto said he didn’t have any talks with Madson afterward. 

 

"Oh no. I wouldn’t think he would feel obligated to," Votto said before Monday's game. "I mean, he explained himself. He said he 

didn’t mean to do it. I wouldn’t apologize to someone if I didn’t mean to do something. It’s part of the game." 

 

Reds interim manager Jim Riggleman thought the hit by pitch was intentional, saying in August that it infuriated him that Madson 

would never have to stand in the batter's box.  

 

GARRETT ACTIVATED: Reds left-handed reliever Amir Garrett was activated from the 10-day disabled list Monday afternoon. 

 

Garrett hasn’t pitched in a game since Aug. 25. 

 

"I feel like the time I was able to rehab helped me a lot," said Garrett, who was sidelined with a bone bruise on his left foot. "My 

foot needed a break. Hitting it every time I was out there aggravated it." 

 

Without an opportunity to make any rehab appearances because nearly all minor league seasons are over, Reds interim manager Jim 

Riggleman said Garrett will be used conservatively for his first couple of outings. 

 

“In a perfect world, we’ll start an inning with him and hopefully go an inning but not send him back out there,” Riggleman said. 

“That’s the way we’ll approach it the first time or two that he pitches.” 

 

Garrett admitted the injury probably affected him in the second half of the season. He was hit on the leg by a comebacker on June 

26, immediately leaving that game against the Atlanta Braves. 

 

Since the start of July, Garrett had an 8.22 ERA. 

 

“It was always in the back of my head,” Garrett said of the injury. “A certain level of movement running over to first. Now it feels 

better. Now I can finish the season strong.” 

THE ATHLETIC 
Breaking down how Jared Hughes’ sinkers sunk Yasiel Puig in Reds win 

By C. Trent Rosecrans  

September 11, 2018 

 

CINCINNATI – After Yasiel Puig fouled off Jared Hughes’ ninth straight sinker with the bases loaded in the seventh inning, Reds 

catcher Tucker Barnhart went out to the mound to talk to his pitcher. 

 

“Look, you’re doing great,” Barnhart recalled telling Hughes. “I’m going to throw down a bunch of randomness, but you’re going to 

continue to throw sinkers until this at-bat ends.” 

 

“We’re going to switch up signs after this pitch?” Hughes responded. 

 

“No,” Barnhart said. “I’m just going to continue to throw down a bunch of random signs and you’re going to continue to throw 

sinkers.” 



 

The next pitch, like the previous nine, was a sinker. And like the previous six, Puig fouled it off. 

 

“I wasn’t going to get beat with a slider and I wasn’t going let Jared talk me into throwing a slider,” Barnhart said. “If Puig hit a 

sinker, he hit a sinker. Jared’s sinker is just different.” 

 

Barnhart didn’t know it at the time, but Hughes had faced Puig five other times in his career. In the first four, Puig had hits – half of 

them homers. Barnhart after the game said he learned that all four of those hits were on sliders. 

 

“I’m perfectly fine answering questions of why we threw a sinker if we get beat,” Barnhart said. “That’s where I was at.”  

 

Hughes throws sinkers. That’s why the Reds signed him to a two-year deal this offseason and why they’ve not regretted it for a 

second in 2018. Hughes threw his sinker 77 percent of the time coming into Monday’s 10-6 victory over the Dodgers, according to 

MLB.com’s StatCast. 

 

There’s a reason – it works. 

 

“It looks like a strike out of his hand,” said Reds second baseman Scooter Gennett, who is 1 for 9 against Hughes in his career. “In 

that type of situation, that’s why you see guys have at-bats like that, just throwing the same pitch, same pitch. The guy’s fouling it 

off, fouling it off. At that point, nobody’s giving in.” 

 

The Reds entered the seventh with a 10-4 lead, but Michael Lorenzen, who had pitched the two previous innings, walked his first 

batter of the inning and then gave up a single to Manny Machado. After an RBI groundout made it 10-5, left-hander Wandy Peralta 

came into the game and gave up two hits and walked a batter. 

 

So in came Hughes to protect a four-run lead with bases loaded and Puig, hitting for Chase Utley in the eight spot, was on deck. 

 

In the bullpen, Hughes saw Puig and knew he’d be facing him. 

 

It was the second time this season Hughes has faced Puig with the game on the line. Hughes relieved Peralta on May 12 at Dodger 

Stadium to face Puig with two on and one out. That night, Puig lined the first pitch he saw (a sinker, naturally) to third baseman 

Eugenio Suárez, who caught it and doubled up Yasmani Grandal at second to end the inning. 

 

Hughes on Monday sprinted in from right field in an almost identical situation. 

 

“I have an attack plan for every hitter on the other team, so my attack plan was ‘get ahead’ and I immediately got 2-0,” Hughes said 

after Monday’s game. “Then my attack plan was to get back in the count and force contact and hope the defense makes the play.” 

 

Puig took a sinker for a strike to help Hughes get into the count, 2-1. He then fouled off the next seven pitches. The eighth was 

ripped past Suárez at third but landed foul. The ninth was another chopper down the line, but foul. 

 

That’s when Barnhart went out to the mound. 

 

“He’s trying to make the adjustment and he’s really good at making adjustments,” Hughes said of Puig. “Even though he has a big 

swing, a strong swing – but man, can he adjust to the pitch that’s coming in there. I could tell he kept trying to make the adjustment, 

so for me, it was really important to execute.” 

 

The 10th pitch was another sinker fouled off. 

 

“I couldn’t have told you (how many pitches it was),” Hughes said. “It felt like a 2-2 count. I know he kept fouling them off, but I 

had no clue how many it was.” 

 

Said Puig: “He likes to pitch like that – sinkers.” 

 

Finally, the 11th pitch – Barnhart said he put down six straight threes as a signal – was a little higher than Hughes wanted, but it was 

still on the bottom edge of the box that shows the strike zone on TV and Puig pounced. 

 

It was a bullet right at Suárez, who threw over to second to double up Kiké Hernández to end the inning. 

 

“I did my best to try to put the ball in the air,” Puig said. “I hit it good, but it went right to him.” 

 

Off the bat, Hughes said he thought, ‘oh no.’ 



 

“But it didn’t last very long because it was hit so hard,” he said. “It was like ‘oh yeah.'” 

 

Joey Votto at 35: Fixing a flaw and looking to finish the season strong 

By C. Trent Rosecrans  

September 10, 2018 

 

CINCINNATI – Joey Votto hit his 10th and 11th home runs of the season in the two games leading up to his 35th birthday. 

 

It’s been an interesting season for Votto – not a bad one, per se, but not up to his MVP-worthy numbers of 2017. 

 

Votto was hitting .283/.421/.422 entering Monday’s game against the Dodgers. His on-base percentage again leads the National 

League. He’s led the league in that category six of the previous eight years, missing much of 2014 with injuries and just missing out 

on that title in 2015. 

 

But it’s the power numbers that have taken a dip this season. His slugging percentage was .578 last season when he hit 36 home 

runs, just one less that his career high of 37 set in his MVP year of 2010. His isolated power of .139 is the lowest of his career and 

he has just 25 doubles. His hard-hit ball percentage of 39.8 percent is the 18th best in the National League, according to 

FanGraphs.com and better than his mark last season (36.3). 

 

Saturday he hit his first home run since July 9 at Cleveland, breaking a streak of 36 games without a home run (not counting his 

homer in the All-Star Game). It was the second-longest streak of his career, finishing the final 40 games of the 2012 season without 

a home run after returning from a knee injury. 

 

Votto spoke to a group of reporters before Monday’s game, saying he believes he’s had a mechanical flaw all season and that 

perhaps he’s made too many concessions to his age. This following transcript has been lightly edited for clarity and length.  

 

Before Saturday, it had been a while since your last home run, had you been thinking about that? 

 

Yeah. I think that there was something slightly off with my mechanics this year. Instead of balls that have carried over the fence, 

balls that carry through the gap with good backspin; I think I’m coming at the ball with an angle that produces balls that turn, 

topspin or fade. I’m never going to be one of those guys that hits balls that just are hit so hard that no matter what direction – 

whether they fade or topspin – are going to carry out of the ballpark. I’m just not at that point in my career anymore. 

 

So, oftentimes I’m finding that they’re getting caught at the track, sent to one of the outfielders, instead of balls that should be 

carrying over the fence and off the wall. I do feel like I’ve made an adjustment that’s taken a long time. I felt like I was getting to 

this point before I got dinged in the knee. I’m glad that it’s coming to fruition now. 

 

While everyone else is hitting more fly balls, your fly-ball rate is lower (30.9 percent in 2019 versus 38 percent in 2018) and your 

line-drive rate is higher (31.5 percent to 23 percent a year ago) – is that part of the mechanical change? 

 

If I’m not mistaken, I’m among the leaders in line-drive percentage and hard-hit balls, a lot of really good numbers. But I’m finding 

I’m not getting the power results. I think that there’s something to that mechanically. I’ll hit the ball as hard as I’ve hit it any last 

few years, but it’s a ball that is lower in trajectory and getting caught or turning into a single or a double. I’ve got to figure out a way 

to make that a ball that carries over the fence. 

 

Have you diagnosed this mechanical thing and think you’ve fixed it? 

 

Yes. It’s odd if you look at some of the numbers, they’ve been cited before I’ve really done well. You can argue that I’ve been 

unlucky. I’m fairly confident that this style of hitting needs to be corrected, that I need to make an adjustment. 

 

I’m not a good runner, so I don’t get the benefit of any ground ball through the infield because the defense is going to play further  

back and be able to spread themselves out. I don’t get the benefit of a ball in the gap oftentimes because the defense gets to play in a 

position where they’re not concerned about a ground ball or line drive turning into a double or triple because I lack speed. So I’ve 

got to figure out a way to place the ball in front of them or put the ball over their head. I feel like I’m headed in that direction. 

 

Is this reset something you have to do every year? 

 

I think so. I think going into the season this year, I think that I made some mistakes mechanically and I’d like to think I’m  correcting 

them. We’ll see. 

 

Will you do something different in the off-season as far as conditioning? 



 

I think so. I think so, but I look forward to finishing strong this year. I’ve never been one to think this is the sort of thing that can get 

solved in the off-season. It’s the sort of thing you have to solve while you have the opportunity in front of you. I look forward to 

finishing strong and I look forward to making adjustments and getting better. There’s nothing that I’ve seen in my game that I feel 

like all of a sudden I should be heading downhill. I look forward to the challenge. 

 

Do you feel there are any concessions you need to make because of age? 

 

I probably made too many concessions and I think I need to let that go. I get a bit ahead of myself at times thinking I’m going to 

lose things when really I still have them. I think I’ll show that correction. 

DAYTON DAILY NEWS 
Reds third baseman Suarez named to MLB team for Japan series 

Games will be played across Japan in November 

By David Jablonski 

Sept. 10, 2018 

 

CINCINNATI — Cincinnati Reds third baseman Eugenio Suarez will join a group of baseball stars in the 2018 Japan All-Star 

Series, Major League Baseball announced Monday. 

 

The seven-game series will take place across Japan from Nov. 8-15. Among the players named to the Major League Baseball team 

so far, in addition to Suarez, are: St. Louis Cardinals catcher Yadier Molina; Milwaukee Brewers outfielder Christian Yelich; 

Atlanta Braves outfielder Ronald Acuna Jr.; Philadelphia Phillies teammates Rhys Hoskins and Carlos Santana; Kansas City Royals 

second baseman Whit Merrifield; and Los Angeles Dodgers infielder/outfielder Chris Taylor. 

 

More members of the team, which will be led by Miami Marlins manager Don Mattingly, will be announced in the coming weeks. 

The MLB team will play a team made up of players from Nippon Professional Baseball. 

 

Suarez, 27, is tied for the National League lead with 100 RBIs. He seeks to become the first Red to lead the league in that category 

since Dave Parker in 1985. Suarez made the all-star team for the first time this season. 

 

This will be the 37th time big leaguers have toured Japan since 1908. 

ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Gennett, Votto help Reds improve to 5-0 against Dodgers 

Today 

 

CINCINNATI (AP) — If the Los Angeles Dodgers fall short in the competitive NL West, they can blame Scooter Gennett and the 

Cincinnati Reds. 

 

Gennett snapped out of an 0-for-9 slump with four hits and three RBIs, Joey Votto hit a two-run double on his birthday and the Reds 

improved to 5-0 against the Dodgers this season with a 10-6 victory Monday night. 

 

“I’ve had a couple rough games in a row,” Gennett said. “It’s good to have a short memory sometimes. You can’t let a couple bad 

games dictate attitude or focus.” 

 

Eugenio Suarez added a solo home run for the last-place Reds, and Jose Peraza scored three runs. That helped Cincinnati overcome 

Chris Taylor’s two-run homer and Yasmani Grandal’s solo shot. 

 

Los Angeles dropped 1½ games behind first-place Colorado when the Rockies routed visiting Arizona. The Dodgers had taken two 

of three at Coors Field last weekend to trim their deficit. 

 

The Reds won the series opener after a four-game sweep at Dodger Stadium in May. 

 

“The first time around, they pitched us well, and we still haven’t figured out how to get Gennett out,” Los Angeles manager Dave 

Roberts said. “Obviously, we don’t expect to be 0-5 against anybody.” 

 

Jared Hughes (4-3) got Yasiel Puig to line into a bases-loaded double play to end the seventh after an 11-pitch at-bat. 

 

“We were one hit away from it being a completely different game,” Roberts said. 

 

Hughes added a perfect eighth to get the win. 



 

“That was the second time this year I’ve faced Puig with runners on and he’s hit a line drive to third,” said Hughes, who fell behind 

Puig with a 2-0 count. “Before that he was 4 for 4 against me with two home runs. I think that is the line.” 

 

Gennett went 4 for 5 to boost his batting average to .320 with his sixth multihit game in his last nine appearances. He took over the 

league lead from Milwaukee outfielder Christian Yelich, who is hitting .315. 

 

Votto, celebrating his 35th birthday, just missed a three-run homer in Cincinnati’s four-run first inning, settling for a two-run double 

with a drive that bounced off the yellow padding along the top of the right-field wall and stayed in play. 

 

Alex Wood (8-7) was knocked around in his shortest outing in 14 starts since lasting a season-low two innings on June 3 at 

Colorado. The Reds piled up eight hits and seven runs, six earned, against him with two walks and six strikeouts. The seven runs 

allowed matched Wood’s season high, set on April 11 in the third of his team-high 27 starts. 

 

“It was one of those nights when I didn’t have anything,” Wood said. “You try to battle, but this is not a place where you can come 

and not be sharp and expect to do well.” 

 

Taylor hit his second homer in three games off left-hander Cody Reed, who overcame a 30-pitch first inning to last four. He gave up 

five hits and three runs with three walks and five strikeouts. 

 

Reed struck out Enrique Hernandez to leave the bases loaded in the first. 

 

BEEN A WHILE 

 

The Reds’ five-game winning streak against Los Angeles is their longest since winning seven straight in 1976. 

 

POWER SURGE 

 

The Dodgers have hit at least one home run in 18 straight games, the longest streak since the team moved to Los Angeles in 1958. 

The franchise record is 24 in a row, set by Brooklyn in 1953. 

 

FAR EAST-BOUND 

 

Suarez and Taylor will be among the major leaguers headed to Japan to play seven games against Japanese players in November. 

 

BACK TO EARTH 

 

Dodgers closer Kenley Jansen rejoined the team in Cincinnati after avoiding Denver. Jansen developed an irregular heartbeat on the 

team’s last Colorado trip and the team cardiologist advised him not to pitch at higher altitudes. 

 

ROSS GETS NOD 

 

Dodgers RHP Ross Stripling (8-3) will start Wednesday’s series finale, Roberts said. LHP Clayton Kershaw was originally 

scheduled to start before being pushed back a day to start at St. Louis on Thursday. The start will be Stripling’s 18th, and first since 

Aug. 9. He came off the disabled list Friday after being out since Aug. 12 with lower back inflammation. 

 

TRAINER’S ROOM 

 

Dodgers: LHP Julio Urias was activated from the disabled list after missing more than a year following left shoulder surgery in June 

2017. 

 

Reds: LHP Amir Garrett was activated off the DL. Garrett was out since Aug. 29 with a bruised left foot. 

 

UP NEXT 

 

Dodgers: LHP Hyun-Jin Ryu (4-2), the scheduled starter Tuesday at Cincinnati, allowed 10 hits and five runs — one earned — in 

six innings of Los Angeles’ 7-3 loss to the Mets last Wednesday. 

 

Reds: RHP Luis Castillo (8-12) was tagged for a career-high three homers in his last start Thursday against San Diego. 

 

 



TRANSACTIONS 
09/10/18  

Atlanta Braves recalled 3B Rio Ruiz from Gwinnett Stripers. 

Texas Rangers sent RHP Chris Rowley outright to Round Rock Express. 

Kansas City Royals released LHP Eric Stout. 

Cleveland Indians activated LHP Andrew Miller from the 10-day disabled list. 

Los Angeles Dodgers recalled LHP Julio Urias from Oklahoma City Dodgers. 

Cincinnati Reds activated LHP Amir Garrett from the 10-day disabled list. 

St. Louis Cardinals transferred RHP Michael Wacha from the 10-day disabled list to the 60-day disabled list. Left oblique strain. 

St. Louis Cardinals activated RHP Adam Wainwright from the 60-day disabled list. 

Chicago White Sox activated 1B Jose Abreu from the 10-day disabled list. 

Texas Rangers activated LF Ryan Rua from the 10-day disabled list. 


